CURRENT THINKING ASSISTIVE LISTENING LTD PRICE LIST
Easy T Professional Range AFILS Amplifiers & Accessories

Valid from 01/06/16
PART
NUMBER

DESCRIPTION

PRICE

SecureT
Low Spill
Loop
Amplifier
ST120
Loop
Amplifier

The unit is self-contained in a wall mount enclosure, and contains two loop
amplifiers and a quadrature phase shifter for low spill loop applications.
The SecureT covers a square area of 64m2, (8m a side) and rectangular
areas up to 12m by 6m (72m2) such as Classrooms
The unit is self-contained in a wall mount enclosure which has a built in
monitored battery charger & space for a 7AH SLA battery. The Safe T 120
covers a square area of 120m2, (11m a side) and a rectangular area up to
70m by 5m (350m2) such as a platform.

£455.00

ET60
Loop
Amplifier

The unit is self-contained in a wall mount enclosure, which has 20mm
gland knockouts on the top, bottom and rear for simple cable
management & installation. The Easy T 60 covers a square area of 64m2,
(8m a side) and rectangular areas up to 40m by 4m (160m2) such as
corridors.

£180.00

ET120
Loop
Amplifier

The unit is self-contained in a wall mount enclosure, which has 20mm
gland knockouts on the top, bottom and rear for simple cable
management & installation. The Easy T 120 covers a square area of
120m2, (11m a side) and rectangular areas up to 70m by 5m (350m2)
such as corridors.

£205.00

ET150
Loop
Amplifier

1u free standing, 3 XLR inputs (2 mic, 1 mic /line) AFILS amplifier, with
loop monitor, loop current indication, compressor limiter, mixer and
output drive recessed controls. Covers a square room 12.25m per side
(150m2) up to a rectangular room 10m by 20m (200m2). Output current
>5.44A

£330.00

ET300
Loop
Amplifier

1u free standing, 3 XLR inputs (2 mic, 1 mic /line) AFILS amplifier, with
loop monitor, loop current indication, compressor limiter, mixer and
output drive recessed controls. Covers a square room 17.3m per side
(300m2) up to a rectangular room 15m by 30m (450m2). Output current
>7.7A

£395.00

ET450
Loop
Amplifier

1u free standing, 3 XLR inputs (2 mic, 1 mic /line) AFILS amplifier, with
loop monitor, loop current indication, compressor limiter, mixer and
output drive recessed controls. Covers a square room 21.2m per side
(450m2) up to a rectangular room 20m by 40m (800m2). Output current
>9.5A

£465.00

ET Phase

Loop combiner & de-correlator for use with the ET150, 300 & 450
amplifiers, it connects to the insert sockets on the amplifiers using the
jack leads supplied. Allows low overspill designs or larger area coverage
(2 ET450 and 1 ET Phase will cover 30x60m (1800m2)) Supplied with
mains adaptor. Please specify UK or European plug

£135.00

ETHVP
100V Line
Interface
ETRM
Rack
Mount
Wings

This adapter allows the audio from public address amplifier speaker
circuits to be used to feed the line input of the ET150, ET300 & ET450
supplied on a single gang MK wall plate.
Pair of 1u rack mount wings for the ET150, ET300, and ET450 allowing
easy installation into standard 19” rack cabinets.

£31.45

£440.00

£40.55

All prices are exclusive of VAT and carriage.
Carriage will be free of charge on orders over £500.00 net (UK mainland only)

All information is believed to be correct at the time of printing, however Current Thinking Assistive Listening Ltd reserve the right to
change any specification as part of our programme of continuous improvement, E&OE.
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ETCM-W
Electret
Microphone
White
ETBM
Electret
Boundary
Microphone

Omnidirectional electret microphone (white). The microphone can be
ceiling mounted or desk mounted. The microphone input on the audio unit
must be provided with a phantom power (9-48V). The microphone is
suitable for use with the ST120,ET60 ET120, ET150, ET300 and ET450.
Omnidirectional electret Boundary microphone (Black). The microphone
can be wall mounted or desk mounted. The microphone input on the
audio unit must be provided with a phantom power (9-48V).Supplied with
a 5m mini XLR to XLR lead The microphone is suitable for use with the
ST120, ET60, ET120, ET150, ET300 and ET450.

£78.00

ETOK
Over Door
Loop
Operating
Sign
ETLP
Loop
Present
Sticker
ETCF
ETLT
ETRX
Loop
Receiver
ETFSM
Field
Strength
Meter

£125.00

No Longer Produced

This sticker is designed to show to potential loop users that an AFILS is
fitted. The sign is matt with white international AFILS logo on a dark blue
background.

Pack of
10
£6.80

18mm wide insulated copper foil tape for placing loops on the floor below
carpets. Ideal for low spillage designs (1.8mm CSA equivalent). Supplied
as a 50-metre coil.
Loop identifying tape. Heavy-duty white polypropylene tape printed with
the Blue loop logo and do not cut caution text, ideal for fixing copper foil
to floors. 50mm wide supplied in rolls of 50 metres.
The ETRX is a loop listening device allowing non hearing aid users to listen
to the programme material being broadcast within the loop.

£80.00
£18.00
£72.00

No Longer Produced

All prices are exclusive of VAT and carriage.
Carriage will be free of charge on orders over £500.00 net (UK mainland only)

All information is believed to be correct at the time of printing, however Current Thinking Assistive Listening Ltd reserve the right to
change any specification as part of our programme of continuous improvement, E&OE.
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CURRENT THINKING ASSISITIVE LISTENING LTD PRICE LIST
Easy T ET30 Range of AFILS Amplifiers & Accessories
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PART
NUMBER

DESCRIPTION

PRICE

ET30
Loop
Amplifier

The basic kit comprises: ET30 AFILS amplifier, Mains Lead, Tie Clip microphone
and loop present sticker. Covers a square room 5.5m per side (30m2) up to a
rectangular room 5m by 10m (50m2). Output current > 3A

£150.00

ET30EC
Loop
Amplifier

The Economy Counter Kit comprises: ET30 AFILS amplifier, ETTC telecoil,
Mains Lead, Tie Clip microphone and loop present sticker. Covers a 1 to 2metre sphere around the telecoil, best mounted on the front of the counter
with the telecoil bent to an inverse L. Output current > 3A
The TV lounge kit comprises: ET30 AFILS amplifier, Mains Lead, ETSL scart
lead, 30 metres of loop cable, Tie Clip microphone and loop present sticker.
Covers a square room 5.5m per side (30m2) up to a rectangular room 5m by
10m (50m2). Output current > 3A
The Full Counter Kit comprises: ET30 AFILS amplifier, ETTC telecoil, ETDM desk
microphone, Mains Lead, Tie Clip microphone and loop present sticker. Covers
a 1 to 2-metre sphere around the telecoil, best mounted on the front of the
counter with the telecoil bent to an inverse L. Output current > 3A
The Economy Counter Kit comprises: ET20 AFILS amplifier, ETTC telecoil,
Mains Lead, Tie Clip microphone and loop present sticker. Covers a 1 to 2metre sphere around the telecoil, best mounted on the front of the counter
with the telecoil bent to an inverse L. Output current > 2.5A
This coil allows quick and easy fitting of the ET30 to desks and counters,
supplied with 1m of twisted feed cable and self-adhesive clips for mounting the
coil. (Only for use with the ET30)

£162.00

ET30TV
Loop
Amplifier
ET30C
Loop
Amplifier
ET20EC

ETTC
Telecoil

£172.00

£182.00

£125.00

£21.00

ETDM
Desk
Microphone

This desk microphone has a fixed neck, and is designed to fit through desks
from 10mm to 40mm thick. (Only for use with the ET30)

£28.57

ETCM
Tie Clip
Microphone
ETSL
Scart
Adapter

This is a low cost microphone supplied with a removable self adhesive clip to
allow easy fixing to windows, televisions etc. (Only for use with the ET30)

£9.00

This lead plugs directly into the scart socket on the rear of televisions and
video recorders giving clear sound regardless of the TV volume. (Only for use
with the ET30)

£26.45

This adapter allows the audio from public address amplifier speaker circuits to
be used to feed the ET30 loop amplifier. (Only for use with the ET30)

£26.45

This sticker is designed to show to potential loop users that an AFILS is fitted.
The sign is matt with white international AFILS logo on a dark blue background.

Pack of
10
£6.80
5m
£13.00
10m
£17.00

ETHV
100V Line
Interface
ETLP
Loop Present
Sticker
ETFD 5/10
Feeder Cable

This is a four core twisted feeder cable (1mm CSA) to reduce the radiated field
from the cable linking the loop amplifier to the start of the loop coil, supplied in
5 or 10 metre coils. (Only for use with the ET30)

All prices are exclusive of VAT and carriage.
Carriage will be free of charge on orders over £500.00 net (UK mainland only)

All information is believed to be correct at the time of printing, however Current Thinking Assistive Listening Ltd reserve the right to
change any specification as part of our programme of continuous improvement, E&OE.
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